My encounter with Missions statistics


The Significance of Missions Statistics

Due to the fact that missions statistics have served as a basis for prayer, for motivation for missionaries and their supporters, and in order to give orientation with respect to the global task, practically every outbreak of world missions is accompanied by efforts relating to missions statistics. Missions statistics overviews from those by William Carey to Theodor Christlieb and all the way to Patrick Johnstone’s present day Operation World have been and are excellent reference works for interested ‘secular’ parties. It is also no coincidence that during his lifetime Carey possessed unrivaled knowledge, in a way similar to how Wycliffe Bible Translators’ Ethnologue provides unrivaled information about present day languages.

Overviews of the situation surrounding world missions have accompanied Protestant missions work from the beginning, indeed even having put such efforts into motion. When William Carey presented an overview of all countries and islands of the world in 1792, the so-called ‘Century of Missions’ (1792-1914) began. Works by Hudson Taylor (OMF) und Charles Studd (World Evangelism for Christ, or WEC) began with their providing an overview of unreached peoples on other continents. German Evangelical missiology was closely linked to statistical overviews and comprehensive topics of prayer from the very beginning. To be mentioned here above all is the work entitled “The current State of Evangelical Missions to the Gentiles: A World Overview” by the Bonn theology professor Theodor Christlieb. It was presented and introduced at the International Alliance Conference in Basel in 1879, and it found its way into translations into English (in Great Britain, the USA, and India), French, and other languages. All editions were reprinted multiple times and revised.

1981: World Missions Conference in Edinburgh

At the 1974 International Congress on World Evangelization in Lausanne, Ralph Winter made a breakdown of various types of missions work public. They were above all aimed at clearly differentiating missions work in foreign cultures where there was no indigenous church, referring to that as missions work among ‘unreached’ peoples from other forms of missions work. It quickly attracted international attention.

My first encounter with missions statistics occurred at the ‘International Conference for Frontier Missions.’ It had set before itself the task of bringing together all forces emerging following

---


Lausanne 1974, looked at which peoples of the world were then 'unreached,' and how one could newly restructure missions work so that the vast majority of missionaries, both men and women, could concentrate on under-reached peoples. The was the hour of birth of the Institute for World Mission and Church Growth – German Center for World Mission (IWG). Next to its many other tasks, it for many years in association with similar research centers around the world, it supplied large missions data bases (e.g., the US Center for World Mission or WEC International for Operation World/ Prayer for the World) with data on Central Europe and data which was easier to receive out of Germany (e.g., Eastern Europe, Turkey, Northern Africa). The ‘Global Network of Centers for World Missions’ was started in 1981 at the Consultation for Frontier Missions in Edinburgh (with the participation of IWG). From 1980 to 1981 it was under the leadership of Ben Jennings and from 1981 to 1986 under the leadership of Darrell Dorr. After it was restructured within the framework of the 1986 Singapore Declaration, Michael Jaffarin became the chairman of the network and Darell Dorrs the coordinator. The ‘Europe Hidden People Study Group’ was also a result of these efforts.

It has above all been this occupation with missionary statistics which prevented me from supporting the widespread pessimism found among German Evangelical Christians. The gigantic global growth of Evangelical Christianity around the world and the dramatic decline in the number of still unreached peoples (however they are defined) have left me viewing many of the problems we have as purely German or Western problems.

1985: Theodor Christlieb

I drafted my first dissertation about the practical theologian from Bonn, Germany, Theodor Christlieb, in which I demonstrated that he was one of the first, perhaps even the first,
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missiologists to teach at a university, at least in Germany. Later,¹⁰ I repeatedly pointed to Christlieb’s significance for evangelical missiology, most recently in the ‘Evangelical Dictionary of World Missions’¹¹ in 2000 and in the commemorative publication for Klaus Fiedler.¹²

One of Christlieb's main works was a type of ‘OperationWorld/Prayer for the the World’ in the 19th century.¹³ It was translated into several languages, in English as follows: Protestant Foreign Missions: Their Present State.¹⁴

The work done demonstrates that at his time, Christlieb was the leading authority on global missions in Germany. Gustav Warneck recommended the book as a standard reference.¹⁵

Beyond that, Christlieb was also probably unrivaled in the Anglo-Saxon realm. The book achieved nine editions alone in English in three English translations in New York, London, and
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¹⁶ Allgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchenzeitung 9 (1876): 1137–1144+1161–1169+1185–1194+1209–1218, Series carrying the title 'Der gegenwärtige Stand der evangelischen Heidenmission.' Whether Christlieb or the conference knew of this title cannot be determined.
Calcutta, and it appeared as well in almost all European languages. The German and English editions were continually updated and expanded. The introduction made it clear that Christlieb not only wanted to give lectures. Rather, he sought to gain solid principles from the comparisons. For that reason, one finds a plethora of individual assessments regarding innumerable missionary situations and problems.

In his introduction, Christlieb begins with the problems of such a depiction and explains how he understands the task of a “missions historian and theoretician.” In the first part he briefly outlines the history of Evangelical missions and their progress since around 1850. At the same time, he reports on the growing sense of mission in the home countries of Germany and England and newly established missions societies. He gives the number of missionaries and the donations amassed by individual missions societies, calculates the number of Christians, and gives their breakdown in individual countries. Finally, he reports on the distribution of Bibles and the 226 Bible translations of the 19th century. He portrays the moral influence of the gospel and the revivification of heathen tribes which in many locations was more weighty than the number of conversions. At the same time, he mentioned growing difficulties. The educated Gentile peoples were harder to reach, and Islam was growing. The Catholic Church was working more intensely against Protestant missions efforts while in home countries the zeal for missions lessened and a chronic deficit among the missions societies was noted.

In the second part, he moves to home churches and mission societies. He comprehensively presents the magnitude of missionary efforts in terms of personnel and finances on the part of Christian countries, in particular of England, Holland, the USA, Germany, and Switzerland. At the same time, he observed: “If we place the services of the individual churches next to each other according to their size, a fact that I mention as a member of a state church jumps out before our eyes, and that is that large state churches are significantly surpassed by small free churches.”

Besides that, he determined that there was a very unequal per capita distribution within Germany as far as missions contributions were concerned. As reasons for the missing interest in missions in many parts of Germany, he named, among others, reticence on the part of the pastorate, upon whom he called to give missions citizenship in missions and religious instruction. He criticized


19 The basic structure of all editions and translations is always the same. The table of contents of both editions from 1879 and 1880 are in such detail that the examples are easily found. For this reason, as a general rule reference is only made to the 1879 editions.


21 Ibid., p. 494.

22 Ibid., pp. 499–500.

the missing link between theological scholarship and missions, as only a few professors were getting behind missions.24

In the third portion, he described Protestant missions efforts among non-Christian peoples around the world, which he sorted thorough at length and in a wide-ranging manner. According to reports on work among “non-cultured peoples,” he warned of the danger of cultural superiority which only wants to transplant its own culture. Missions should not denationalize but rather lead to Christianization. At the same time, he advocated the Anglo-Saxon threefold self program of self-support, self-rule, and self-expansion of the national churches. In particular, the program was promoted via a demonstration of home churches in the respective countries.


My role model and longtime friend Patrick Johnstone embodies for me an almost ideal combination of deep Evangelical and pietistic devoutness. This is expressed in passionate prayer and an untiring industrious and intellectually candid collection and utilization of data from around the world for the benefit of prayer, missions, and home churches. Through the longtime activity my parents had on the board of WEC International in Germany and our many holiday times at the international headquarters in Bulstrode in England, it was very early on that I came into contact with WEC’s efforts located there. These efforts served to ensure through a precise investigation of the situation in the respective countries that the missionaries that had been posted and were being posted were truly urgently needed in order to reach the last unreached peoples on earth. Here lies for me the reason why academic work for the benefit of missions and the active promotion of world missions are never in conflict with each other but are rather inextricably linked.

From 1987 onwards, the second to the sixth edition of Prayer for the World was edited within the Institute for World Missions and Church Growth by my wife and me25, tailored for German-speaking readers and supplemented by detailed information on German-language missions societies. Surely the adaptations were one of the reasons why Prayer for the World editions experienced large runs in German-speaking areas and why Prayer for the World has been accepted as a constant companion by so many of those who pray and are German speakers. Above all, the German edition differs from the English version due to the inclusion of statistical information on German, Swiss, and Austrian Protestant mission societies and the particular emphasis on the participation of German-speaking efforts and missionaries in world missions.

For the newest edition, 2002, I was solely responsible. However, I had alongside me a translator team and team of employees. In exchange, my wife translated the companion volume for the edition.26

24 Ibid. S. 501.


1992: Gospel Recordings Language List

In 1992 I published a list of available recordings in 4,273 languages with references and indexes, which specifically helped missionaries to activate a great treasure of long available but often unrealized tools for missions. This list has of course been superseded in the meantime since not only a lot of data has since been amassed. Due to the internet, the database has also long since been accessible on a daily basis.

In 1993, 30 representatives of mission societies from 20 countries who over the course of decades went out all over the world from Gospel Recordings Inc. (founded in 1939 by Joy Ridderhof) met in London. These missions came together to form a new international association going by the name ‘Global Recordings Network’ and adopted common statutes which were to regulate international cooperation. The Swiss branch ‘audiogospel’ is likewise a participant, as are the German branch ‘Internationale Schallplatten Mission’ and the Dutch branch ‘Gospel recordings.’ A significant reason for the association was also to produce a better overview on what has been achieved up to now and identify where there are missing recordings and prioritize them. Missions statistics were also at this point an important motor for missions work.

With the recording of an Evangelistic address in the 5000th language, the Global Recordings Network (or GRN; in Germany: Internationale Schallplattenmission e. V.; in Switzerland: audioGospel), a network which began in 1941, reached a milestone in missions history in 1999. Independent of electricity and the progress of industrialization, independent of missionaries and, above all, independent of the ability to read – there are still 2 billion people around the world who are analphabets – people everywhere can hear the gospel of Jesus Christ on cassettes. Surely there are more spoken languages than there are written languages, for which reason with 5,000 languages and dialects that covers only about two-thirds of the approximate 8,000 recordable languages and dialects. The missing 3,000 languages and dialects have long since been tackled.

When in 1937 the American missionary Joy Ridderhof was praying for the people in the mountains of Honduras, whom she had to leave due to illness, she asked herself how she could continue to reach these people, who could neither read nor write, with the gospel. Then she had the ‘saving’ idea: Couldn’t Evangelistic messages and songs be recorded on vinyl? After all, had she not often heard gramophones blaring English and Spanish songs in villages in Honduras! The first vinyl record in Spanish was completed in 1939, which at that time was still a time-consuming technical undertaking. The record was enthusiastically received – also by other missionaries in the Spanish-speaking world.

It did not take long before there were queries from Wycliffe Bible Translators and other missions societies as to whether there might be vinyl recordings made in other languages. Joy Ridderhof initially hesitated and did not want to lose sight of her personal missions task in Honduras. However, discussions with her co-workers gradually opened the horizon to see a global challenge which looked to enormously expand the reach of the gospel around the world. Recordings followed in several languages, and thus began the present day global mission of Gospel
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Recordings (now called Global Recordings Network). Finally, it was clear to everyone that the actual goal of Gospel Recordings had to be to at least record the gospel in all languages in which otherwise the gospel would not be heard. Nowadays Global Recordings Network has the goal that every peoples group around the world be able to hear the gospel of redemption in Christ in a language familiar to them.


In 1993, the first German edition of William Carey’s book An Enquiry into the Obligations of Christians, to use Means for the Conversion of Heathens (German title: Eine Untersuchung über die Verpflichtung der Christen, Mittel einzusetzen für die Bekehrung der Heiden) was published. The book was translated by Klaus Fiedler and me. In that book, Klaus Fiedler presented for the first time geographical identification of all of the locations and people groups mentioned by Carey. A reviewer wrote the following at that time: “Finally, after approximately 200 years, this classic on missions has been published for the first time in German. As recently as seven years ago, it would have only been possible for a German biographer of Carey to get at the text of Enquiry via the University of London. It was not for nothing that William Carey’s investigations, which he published in 1792, became famous and have remained so. He forged new paths. In his five chapters he wanted to resolutely use “every lawful method to spread the knowledge of his name.” This happened primarily with the presentation of facts. The third chapter in particular is in this sense overwhelming. The thorough preparatory work and expert knowledge in Enquiry is revealed by a 23-page table in which he fully listed all of the known countries of the world with their dimensions, the number of inhabitants, and their religions. William Carey’s honesty was as impressive as his honesty. Where he did not have reliable data, he admitted that he made estimates.”

In the end, many years of dealing with Carey and his efforts with respect to missions statistics in order to win people for missions led to what is to my knowledge the first presentation of Carey’s theology.
The significance of the missions statistics overview in Carey’s Enquiry has mostly been overlooked, although the statistical and geographical overview accounts for a large part of the book. An exception is W. Bieder, who wrote in 1961: “Carey made the demand that Christendom be obligated to get to know the religious situation around the world. Without enough information there can be no missions! . . . Carey, with amazing accuracy, chronicled roughly correct global religious statistics and, with that, recognized the meaning of statistics for what happens in missions.”

Carey submitted a proposal for an international missions conference in 1810 in Cape Town, South Africa, so it was only proper that when the conference did take place 100 years later, it became a reality in Edinburgh.

1997ff.: Prayer Movements

In addition to the German edition of Prayer for the World, we annually produce two additional tools. They work through detailed information and missions statistics in order to encourage Christians to pray. These are, namely, booklets on the ‘Global Prayer Day for Persecuted Christians’ (s. more below) and the booklet, managed by my wife, from the three German-language Evangelical Alliances entitled ‘30 Days of Prayer for the Islamic World,’ which is in part the foundation of the international edition. On the one hand, our experience with this has taught us that there is a danger of lax handling of data and facts. This is above all the case in the Anglo-Saxon world. However, on the other hand, it has taught us how strongly and motivating the link is between Biblical concerns and current information on the situation around the world.

1999–2002: The Number of Martyrs

Through my efforts for persecuted Christians, in particular within the framework of the German and the World Evangelical Alliances, I have been intensely concerned with the question of whether the annual number of Christian martyrs can to some extent be reasonably estimated. Although I basically consider this possible, I have ultimately criticized the annually updated number from
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David Barrett as unable to be verified. This is due to the fact that we at the Commission for Religious Freedom at the World Evangelical Alliance have not been able to find out which data lie at the basis of the estimation and how the total number for the world is broken down according to regions or individual countries.

These experiences are reflected in my basic criticism of the World Christian Encyclopedia. At the same time, owing to such experience with enthusiasm about the significance of missions statistics, there is also a good measure of necessary self-criticism mixed in. This is due to the fact that missions statistics do not always have to serve as exaggerated success reports on the part of certain missions works and Evangelists. Rather, there are also many numbers found in official works which experienced insiders also find unverifiable. For instance, the World Christian Encyclopedia is full of unbelievably precise numbers regarding instances which cannot even be roughly estimated (e.g., how much money per country is annually misappropriated in church congregations), as well as being known for its publishers not letting other scholars take a look at the source of their data.

The global numbers and estimates on church and missions statistics, including the number of martyrs, is manageably put together on an annual basis by David B. Barrett and Todd M. Johnson. The International Bulletin of Missionary Research is an ecumenically oriented voice under Catholic editorship, and the numbers do not reflect the viewpoint of Evangelical researchers. The number of martyrs also contains Christians and nominal Christians killed within the scope of what are more political conflicts and civil wars – e.g., between Muslims and Christians in Sudan. Regarding the question of the reliability of the numbers, I would like to quote from my related remarks for the World Evangelical Alliance’s Commission for Religious Freedom:

Bulletin of Missionary Research. This table, along with many other estimates, are often quoted around the world, also by the World Evangelical Fellowship. It is, for example, the basis for most of the numbers regarding global development found in Idea. I have, as have other religion statisticians, contacted Barrett in order to either take a look at database which serves as a basis for the number of martyrs or at least to receive a list of how the number is broken down among the individual countries. In the end, I – as many others – was referred to the release of the renowned World Christian Encyclopedia, which is held to contain the country by country numbers and which were unfortunately not permitted to be made public prior to publication. (Oxford University Press has not confirmed this set of facts). The release of the Encyclopedia was repeatedly postponed, for a total of 10 months. Oxford University Press sent me a complimentary copy prior to publication, in which I found many numbers relating to martyrs in past centuries, including a definition of martyrs which gives a very wide understanding of the word ‘martyr. However, there were no country lists, although for every country innumerable detailed numbers were provided. In the end, he told me that he planned to produce a book for 2002 that would include the numbers. At that, I consulted with other religion statisticians. On the basis of these experiences, I continue to consider the numbers to be rather realistic but not able to be documented. Incidentally, one has to point out the varying definitions: from the narrow term ‘martyr’ as Christians who are killed due to their confession or because they are believing Christians all the way to Barrett’s broad term, which also includes all Christians killed in religious wars and racial conflicts.”

In the meantime, the World Christian Encyclopedia has appeared. I discussed the book in Evangelikale Missiologie as follows (here as an excerpt): In 1968, church and missions statisticians came together for a mammoth project under the leadership of the Evangelical missiologist David Barrett. This led to the first edition of the WCE, which was published by one of the most renowned scholarly publishing houses in the world. The volume, which captured all denominations around the world, quickly gained importance beyond the sphere of Christianity. It advanced to being the Mercedes of religion statistics and yet at the same time offered unique data for many countries. The long awaited second edition which presented the state of affairs for the year 2000 left the first edition far behind, for much had changed over the past 20 years. Evangelical missiology had shaken off everything of its shadowy existence, and mission statistics have long since been recognized as the motor for planning, motivation, and prayer. The volumes at hand offer an overwhelming abundance of data on any and all questions having to do with Christian churches religions around the world. What do you want to know: How much in Christian funds is estimated to be misappropriated in Honduras annually? How many full-time Christian workers are there in Hawaii? How much money is spent annually on Christian media in Germany? How much more does a Swiss Christian give than a German Christian? Whether Islam is growing in Indonesia due to conversions or organic growth? How many charismatic and pentecostal denominations and groups are domiciled in Canada? How many martyrs are there estimated to have been over the course of history? How many Evangelicals live in Cologne, Germany? Or when was the Methodist church in Paraguay founded? In addition to comprehensive lists, explanations of terms, a list of abbreviations and bibliographical references, an address list and an atlas, the following blocks are found in the two volumes: * Tables giving an overview of the global situation (24 pp. in Vol. 1) * Presentation of the countries of the world (in addition to the statistics

there are texts on the human rights situation, religious freedom, and the relationship between religion and the state as well as the history and status of religions and Christianity) (800 pp. in Vol. 1) * Numbers regarding the 270 largest religions (12 pp.) * Numbers regarding 12,600 peoples and peoples groups, including the status of evangelization (230 pp.) * Data on 13,500 languages and dialects around the world, including the status of Bible translation (290 pp.) * Data on 7,000 large cities (85 pp.) * Data on 3,030 provinces of the 238 countries in the world (30 pp.).

How reliable is the data? Despite the comprehensive staff list and the many literature lists (for instance per country), it is naturally impossible to cite how each number was respectively calculated. Statements regarding the question of how the data was collected are rather sparse. Also, David Barrett is known for being unwilling to exchange data with others and to enter into discussion. This is in complete contrast to the team of authors around Patrick Johnstone at 'Operation World.' The gigantic organization for data collection which Barrett has built up surely includes almost all church and religious statistics which have been produced anywhere. Also, in those cases where no data is available, arguably one has to simply follow him. Nevertheless, the claim of the foreword, which is that the volumes provide nothing but facts and no interpretations, can hardly be upheld. For instance, how can one collect the number of “Great Commission Christians,” that is, the number of those who personally take the Great Commission seriously, without performing some sort of interpretation, and how can this be done when one considers that there is hardly a pastor who could provide this number for his own congregation. Since William Carey, with a missions and religion statistics book, triggered the modern phase of Evangelical world missions in 1792, mission statistics have been indispensable. However, they should not be inflated and attribute to themselves a level of truth which simply cannot be achieved in a continually changing world that cannot be completely surveyed.”